
Plug & Play
with SentryCard®

Harness biometric dual-factor authentication for 
physical entry & logical access, and a whole lot more.

WITH SENTRYCARD, ORGANIZATIONS CAN QUICKLY & SEAMLESSLY:

Biometric  
Physical Access

Passive Proximity 
Detection
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Biometric  
Logical Access



Leveraging 
SentryCard
and its multiple use cases
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Due to hygiene concerns brought upon  
by COVID-19, traditional forms of shared 
biometric identification, like keypads, are 
no longer viable.
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BIOMETRIC LOGICAL ACCESS
SentryCard biometric authentication quickly 
provides proof-positive identification for every 
login, whether on-site or working remotely. 
When used in conjunction with third-party 
verification software, SentryCard saves 
significant resources by eliminating the need 
for using usernames and passwords. No more 
helpdesk resets! The SentryCard is flexible 
enough to log out users whether using time-
based rules or simply removing the credential.

BIOMETRIC PHYSICAL ACCESS
SentryCard can work in conjunction with 
existing physical access control infrastructure, 
replacing standalone biometric solutions. 
SentryCard and its data is undiscoverable 
until the user is biometrically authenticated, 
protecting the privacy of the user and the 
potential liability to the organization.

PASSIVE PROXIMITY DETECTION
With embedded UHF technology, SentryCard 
can be leveraged to track the location of the 
credential holder while they are in the office. 
That’s critical when determining who is inside 
in the event of a mandatory evacuation. 
Importantly, in the COVID era, it enables 
organizations to implement contact tracing 
and determine how the illness might spread 
in the unfortunate occurrence of an outbreak. 
That can be the difference between a site-
wide quarantine or targeted quarantining of 
only the individuals who were exposed.
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SentryCard: Addressing  
Privacy Concerns
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The protection of biometric data is of 
paramount importance. Any breach 
exposing this ultra-sensitive personal data 
poses significant risks and liabilities to the 
organization as well as to the affected person.

In order to keep organizations accountable, 
several U.S. States have passed legislation 
regarding the collection, storage and use of 
biometric data. Internationally, the E.U.’s General 
Data Protection Rights (GDPR) legislation, along 
with the rules in the UK and India provide a 
strong stance on biometric data protection  
and the associated liabilities.

The potential liabilities for the mishandling 
of biometric data are considerable. Under 
Illinois’ Biometric Information Privacy Act 
(BIPA) penalties range from $1,000 to $5,000 
per violation, per employee, until remedied. 
Internationally, under GDPR, penalties could 
total up to 4% of a company’s revenue or 20 
million euros (whichever is greater).

KEY PRIVACY ATTRIBUTES: The SentryCard eliminates most of the 
risks associated with using biometric authentication by removing all 
human access to the biometric data. 

“Utilizing the 
SentryCard will 
demonstrate to 
regulators your 
commitment 
to protecting 
your employee’s 
sensitive biometric 
information.”

David Ross
Chief Privacy Officer 
GreyCastle Security

DECENTRALIZED: Biometric data is enrolled, stored and matched solely within the 
SentryCard platform, never touching an external database or server. With SentryCard  
there is no large “honeypot” of biometric data for hackers to pursue.

Sentry Enterprises is committed to having a 
Data Processing Agreement (DPA) in place  
with each of its resellers by mid-2021.

NON-TRANSFERABLE: The SentryCard is a single-use solution. Once a person’s  
biometrics are enrolled only that person can ever use the credential. 

IRRETRIEVABLE: Enrollment of the holder’s biometrics are one-way and irreversible once 
set. The credential’s only output is an affirmative or negative authentication. 

UNIQUE: Each SentryCard generates its own unique inaccessible encryption key used to 
protect the biometric data stored within the card.

CONTROLLED: Once issued, the holder maintains control of their biometric data,  
stored securely within the credential.
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Can You Afford Not to 
Use The SentryCard?

An immediate ROI while increasing security,  
mitigating risk and reducing complexity.

The SentryCard will “plug & play” with your existing infrastructure to provide a secure 
and touchless solution while addressing today’s hygiene and privacy concerns.

Eliminate secondary  
multi-factor authentication,  
i.e. soft and hard tokens.

Sentry Payback:  
Just over 18 months.

$40 per employee annually 
plus token cost.

Significant reduction 
in Helpdesk Support.

Sentry Payback:  
Less than 12 months.

1.2 helpdesk interactions per 
year at $70 per employee.

Eliminate password  
and phishing training.

Sentry Payback: Immediate as 
SentryCard eliminates the need to 
use usernames and passwords 
for logical access.

$75 per employee annually.

Eliminate the need to 
upgrade or replace existing 
readers or add new  
biometric devices.

Sentry Payback: Immediate as 
Sentry credentials automatically 
turn existing readers into 
biometric readers.

$3,000 to upgrade existing 
readers or $7,500 to install 
new readers and infrastructure.

Eliminate internal IT 
cost for servers and 
support for a biometric 
software solutions.

Sentry Payback: Immediate as 
biometrics are enrolled, stored 
and matched on the SentryCard. 
No databases, servers or 
workstations required.

Sentry Payback: Immediate as 
biometrics are enrolled, stored 
and matched on the SentryCard. 
No databases, servers or 
workstations required.

$50,000–$100,000 annually  
per server.

Eliminate the risks 
associated with the 
storing employee 
biometric data.

$10,000 fine per instance for 
GDPR violations related to the 
mishandling of biometric data.

REDUCTION CATEGORY AVERAGE COMPANY SPEND BUSINESS OUTCOME
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Why Delay? 
Plug & Play.
COST EFFECTIVE
SentryCard works in conjunction with 
legacy infrastructure and does not 
require a rip and replace of existing 
equipment. SentryCard can be phased 
in as credentials are issued, replaced, or 
upgraded, giving organizations a flexible 
method of implementation. The cost 
per card is not a barrier for adoption as 
highlighted on the next page.

COMPLIANT
SentryCard is completely self-contained, 
meaning it’s disconnected from any 
network and inherently safe. Since the 
fingerprint biometrics are stored and 
validated on the physical card itself, 
SentryCard supports compliance with 
GDPR and CCPA regulations, alleviates 
a broad range of privacy concerns, and 
surpasses numerous industry standards.    

CONVERGED
The balance between people, processes, 
and technology has never been more 
important. SentryCard brings together 
different departments including Physical 
Security, IT, Operations, and Human 
Resources to give organizations the 
technology to control building access and 
logins to all their corporate systems and 
applications with one convenient solution. 
It replaces siloed solutions that don’t cross 
departments to create holistic security 
across an entire organization.
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Security solutions 
need to match 
not only modern 
business trends 
but also the 
pace of change 
the pandemic 
spurred. More 
importantly, they 
need to do it 
while considering 
the bottom line.



Plug & Play
with SentryCard®
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To learn more: info@sentryenterprises.com


